GUNDOG SOCIETY OF WALES CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
Wednesday 14th October 2015 – Judge : Mrs F. Coward-Scholes

DCC  BRIGADIER MASTER FOR ZABIEKABI SHCM (MISS S, MR N & MRS R WHITAKER)
RDCC  ALMANZA FINAL IMPACT (IMP SWE) (MRS K ARMSTRONG)
BCC  SH CH FELDKIRK FASHION (K ANDERSON)
RBCC  DOWNSTREAM FAIT ACCOMPLI JW (MS B JOHNSON)
BOB  SH CH FELDKIRK FASHION (K ANDERSON)
BP  VIRTHUALITIE FIGLIOLA DI UNA FIABA [ATC AS01364NLD] (P E BLAAKMAN)

Minor Puppy - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0
1ST  CASTLEROCK BURNING LOVE TO HEATHERIDGE (MS S PINGREE)
2ND  UP TO THE STARS BLACK BRIANTA TO JETSTARSKI (IMP CZE) (MISS S, MR N & MRS R WHITAKER)
3RD  WOLFHILL BUBBLE N’ SQUEAK (MRS J MORGAN)

Puppy - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0
1ST  CASTLEROCK BURNING LOVE TO HEATHERIDGE (MS S PINGREE)
2ND  UP TO THE STARS BLACK BRIANTA TO JETSTARSKI (IMP CZE) (MISS S, MR N & MRS R WHITAKER)
3RD  WOLFHILL BUBBLE N’ SQUEAK (MRS J MORGAN)

Junior - Dog
Entries: 4 Absentees: 1
1ST  KVICKSANS EYE OF THE STORM OF LARKSDOWN (MR R A & MRS M MILLBANK)
2ND  KULAWAND INTUITION AT MANDAMAY (MR WILMSHURST)
3RD  CAPELDEWI HOME BEFORE DARK (A CLARKE)

Yearling - Dog
Entries: 8 Absentees: 2
1ST  ROTHERFIELD BLACK ILLUSION (MR & MRS M BELL)
2ND  GLOI DUBH FINGAL JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)
3RD  CANDILIZ BLACK ADMIRAL FOR CLANDRIFT JW (MRS V BOWEN)
RES  GHILGRANGE CRUSADER PRINCE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)
VHC  GHILGRANGE DUDLEY DO RIGHT (MRS M & MR S J HAMMERSLEY)
Novice - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0
1ST Up To The Stars Black Brianta To Jetstarski (Imp Cze) (Miss S, Mr N & Mrs R Whitaker)
2ND Ghilgrange Crusader Prince (Mr J J W & Mrs C Kelly)
3RD Ghilgrange Dudley Do Right (Mrs M & Mr S J Hammersley)

Graduate - Dog
Entries: 6 Absentees: 0
1ST Castlerock First Glance (Miss C Smith)
2ND Kulawand Intuition At MANDAMAY (Mr Wilmshurst)
3RD GLOI Dubh Fingal JW (Ms E J & Dr L Walker & Roberts)
RES Bitcon Luther (Mr R & Mrs R Weddell)
VHC GLOI Dubh Deveron AT Riverglide (Mrs A Youens)

Post Graduate - Dog
Entries: 5 Absentees: 1
1ST WILLOWSWIND ORIONS STARS (MR R, MRS T & MISS C CREASY & GALE)
2ND DYMEXE MORNING STORM OF LARKSDOWN (MR R A & MRS M MILLBANK)
3RD BOCHILBARY BALLABRIGGS WITH TESSERA (MRS S M ENTICKNAP)
RES CUIVIELEN BACK AT CLEARFIELD (IMP DEU) (MRS C WHITMORE)

Limit - Dog
Entries: 12 Absentees: 1
1ST ALMANZA FINAL IMPACT (Imp Swe) (Mrs K Armstrong)
2ND HALLBENT OCTOBER TOCCATA (MR B & MRS G BROADBENT)
3RD KULAWAND KONQUISTADOR JW (MR & MRS R S & MRS P LANE & LANE-
RIDYARD)
RES DOWNSTREAM FAIR AND SQUARE FOR BURPHAM JW SHCM (MRS L M STRUDWICK)
VHC GWENADILLO WILD KNIGHT JW (MRS D COACKLEY)

Open - Dog
Entries: 7 Absentees: 1
1ST DUTCH/INT/VDH CH SEAHEART NEW MOON (IMP UK) VDH JCH (MRS M W H VOORNEVELD-SMORENBURG)
2ND SH CH GREENBAYHILL BLACK TUXEDO (MR R DOUGLAS)
3RD BUCKLEYHILL MORPHEUS FOR NELSPACE (MRS M & MR S J HAMMERSLEY)
RES JUST ADD WATER DOG RIVER BLUES DUTCH JCH DRC JCH VDH JCH LUX JCH [ATC (MRS M W H VOORNEVELD-SMORENBURG)
VHC CULMQILL MAKIN' WHOOPEE (MRS E A BROOK)
### Veteran - Dog
Entries: 3 Absentees: 0

1ST BRIGADIER MASTER FOR ZABIEKABI SHCM (MISS S, MR N & MRS R WHITAKER)

2ND SH CH CASTLEROCK STORMY KNIGHT OVER HEATHERIDGE JW SHCM (MS S PINGREE)

3RD CULMQUILL SUPADUPA DAY (MRS E A BROOK)

### Minor Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 10 Absentees: 0

1ST VIRTHUALITIE FIGLIOLA DI UNA FIABA [ATC AS01364NLD] (P E BLAAKMAN)

2ND CASTLEROCK IT'S NOW OR NEVER (MRS D BROOKS)

3RD WINCHMORE BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS [ATC AS01476NLD] (MRS L J H M GALDERMANS)

RES GWENADILLO MONTESORI COEDYLAN (MR D C & MRS G M SIMONS)

VHC DOWNSTREAM POETIC JUSTICE (MS B JOHNSON)

### Puppy - Bitch
Entries: 7 Absentees: 0

1ST VIRTHUALITIE FIGLIOLA DI UNA FIABA [ATC AS01364NLD] (P E BLAAKMAN)

2ND CASTLEROCK IT'S NOW OR NEVER (MRS D BROOKS)

3RD WINCHMORE BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS [ATC AS01476NLD] (MRS L J H M GALDERMANS)

RES DOWNSTREAM POETIC JUSTICE (MS B JOHNSON)

VHC SEAHEART BRONWYNAH (MISS G & MR P SMITHERMAN)

### Junior - Bitch
Entries: 4 Absentees: 2

1ST LLANTRUSSA HOT OFF THE PRESS TO LINEOVER (MR & MRS L B & MRS C NICHOLLS & AFSETH PRICE)

2ND MOITY THURSDAY NEXT AT CLEIRWY (MISS A C YATES)

### Yearling - Bitch
Entries: 6 Absentees: 1

1ST GLENTURRET COLOUR ME CRAZY (A F & C J DURRANT)

2ND CANDILIZ PINK LADY JW (MISS C WELLS)

3RD MOITY THURSDAY NEXT AT CLEIRWY (MISS A C YATES)

RES GWENADILLO HELGA GEEHART (MISS J CALVERLEY)

VHC GHILGRANGE NAUGHTY BUT NICE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)
Novice - Bitch
Entries: 4 Absentees: 0

1ST  LLANTRUSSA HOT OFF THE PRESS TO LINEOVER (MR & MRS L B & MRS C NICHOLLS & AFSETH PRICE)

2ND  GHILGRANGE NAUGHTY BUT NICE (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY)

Graduate - Bitch
Entries: 7 Absentees: 1

1ST  GLOI DUBH ERISKAY JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)

2ND  GLENTURRET COLOUR ME CRAZY (A F & C J DURRANT)

3RD  BITCON BLACK CAVIAR AT RIVERGLIDE (MRS A YOUENS)

RES  SPRING TIME IN DERINGWOOD (MR M B & MRS R MACDONALD)

VHC  BALLYRIVER SNOWFLAKE (MRS S J THURGOOD)

Post Graduate - Bitch
Entries: 9 Absentees: 0

1ST  HIGHAMMILL CALYPSO FOR WAVERTON JW (MR D G & MRS B M HUTCHISON)

2ND  PAVILAND PITTON MOR DREAMER OF MATLOR (MRS N B SMITH)

3RD  GLOI DUBH DRUMELLIE JW (MS E J & DR L WALKER & ROBERTS)

RES  WILLOWSWIND MAIAS WISH (MRS T & MISS C GALE)

VHC  JUST ADD WATER LAKE VICTORIA [ATC AS01355NLD] (MRS M W H VOORNEVELD-SMORENBURG)

Limit - Bitch
Entries: 16 Absentees: 3

1ST  DOWNSTREAM FAIT ACCOMPLI JW (MS B JOHNSON)

2ND  CASBLAIDD QUEEN BEE AT WAVERTON JW (MR D G & MRS B M HUTCHISON)

3RD  JASKAR SOUND OF IONA (MR A J & MRS J & MRS A J RYDER & THOMSON)

RES  COEDYLAN VISI D'ARTE (MR D C & MRS G M SIMONS)

VHC  VYNESBROOK CAPPA BLEU (MR M G LEWIN)

Open - Bitch
Entries: 9 Absentees: 1

1ST  SH CH FELDKIRK FASHION (K ANDERSON)

2ND  SH CH BEANIT LUKA TO KEEPERSWAY JW SHCM (MR R & MS L ASHCROFT & LONG)

3RD  GWENADILLO LOCH NELL JW (MISS J CALVERLEY)

RES  WILLOWSWIND SUMMER SORREL (MR R, MRS T & MISS C CREASY & GALE)

VHC  CASTLEROCK GIFT OF MAGIC (MRS D BROOKS)
**Veteran - Bitch**

Entries: 7  Absentees: 2

| 1ST     | BRANCHALWOOD BEAULY WATER AT JASKAR (MR A J & MRS J & MRS A J RYDER & THOMSON) |
| 2ND     | LLANTRUSSA CHIQUITITA (MRS C A PRICE) |
| 3RD     | CONTAR MAGIC SPELL OVER GLENTURRET (A F & C J DURRANT) |
| RES     | POL CH BELA BLACK & WHITE [ATC AQ00672POL] (MISS I KULCZYCKA) |
| VHC     | BONNYHILBRAE BLACK PEARL (MR J J W & MRS C KELLY) |